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Stuart Weitzman spring 2018 brings  together Gigi Hadid and Kate Moss  for the firs t time. Image credit: Stuart Weitzman, photo by Mario Tes tino
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full.

Today in luxury:

Karen Katz: The exit interview

As Karen Katz sees it, the time is right for her to retire, with the Neiman Marcus Group on "a much better trajectory"
and someone with fresh perspectives taking the reins, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Footwear brand Stuart Weitzman shows at first-ever NYFW

Stuart Weitzman makes its New York Fashion Week debut in a presentation, reports Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters

CFDA ponders radical reinvention of New York Fashion Week

Proenza Schouler and Rodarte could be heading back to New York, joining Alexander Wang with runway shows in
December and June, says Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Lanvin in talks with buyers as Alber Elbaz wins $12M plus settlement

China's Fosun International and Qatar's Mayhoola, which owns Valentino and Balmain, are competing to inject
capital into Lanvin and buy control as France's oldest fashion house looks set to run out of cash as early as March,
sources with first-hand knowledge of the matter have said, according to Fashion Network.

Click here to read the entire article on Fashion Network
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